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125  c.a.  Lightweight.     182.1  kilos  (113.2  miles)

hm     s           kph         mph
1.      D.A.Simmonds             Kawasaki         1   1434.6     146.56       91.08
2.     K.Carruthers                 Aermacchi      1   20  27.2     135.84       84.43
3.      Ft.J.a.Dickinson        Honda                -I   21   10.6     134.62        83.67

Fastest  lap:  Simmonds   24m.  29s.   148.76  k.p.h.    (92.46  m.p.h.)

350  c.c. Junior.    364.3  kilos  (226.4 miles)

hm      s           kph         mph

i_     GB.. S%oesnt5njn                   XevrmAgcucsia     22  1233  2356..44    116£..323     10J4..861o
3.    J.  Findlay                       BeAaeTmacchi  2  24  4"    15"7      93.89

Fastest  lap:  Agostini   21m.  46s.   167.33  k.p.h.    (104.00  m.p.h.)

production.     182.1  kilos  (113.2  miles)

75Oc.a.

1.       M.Uphill
2.     P.Smart

3.     D.  Pendlebury
500  c.c.

1.      W.Penny
2.       Ft.L.Knight
3.      Ft.Baylie

250  c.c.

1.     A.Rogers
2.     F.  Whiteway
3.      C.S.  Mortimer

Triumph
Norton
Commando

Triumph

Honda
Triumph
Triumph

hm     s           kph
1   07  55.4     160.88
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hm      s           kph         mph
Ducati                1   21   03.8     134.81        83.79
Suzuki                1   21   33.4      134.01         83.29
Ducati                1   22   49.6     131.95        82.01

Fastest  lap:
uphill,  Triumph,    22m-  33.2s.   161.52  k.p.h.    (99.99  m.p.h.)

500c.c.Senior.    364.3kilos(226.4mi#sJ      s           kph         mph

i     AG  B?aqrOnS#'                  %,YMb:At:susseta    22:::::    ::::::    1::72:

3.     T.Dickie                            Kusheneley          2   18  44.2     157.55        9792

Fastest  lap:  Agostini  21m.  18.4s.    170.956:k.p.h.    (106.25   m.p.h.)
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Speeds through  " Motor Cycle's "  Speed  Trap
Production

EH

R.  A.  Could
P.  Smart
N.  Kelly
T.  Godfrey
C.  S.  Mortimer
J.  Williams

Sidecar

S. Schauza
K.  Enders

H.  lath
G.  Auerbacher

125  c.c.

D.  A.  Simmonds
J.  F.  Ringwood

250  c.c.

D.  Woodman
F3.   A.  Could

350  c.a.

G.  Agostini
D.  Woodman

500  c.c.

(-i.   A-gostini
A.  Pe-gani

650  Triumph
745   Norton
498  Velocette
498  Norton
247   Ducati
247  Honda

560  BMW  sc
554  BMWsc

499  URS  sc
495  BMW sc

124   Kawasaki
124   MZ

249   MZ
246  Yamaha

349   MV  Agusta
249   P..?Z

kph
225.42
222.84
1 94.36
193.08
177.15
1 70.39

kph
2O4.66
196.29

21 6.89
ZOO.48

kph
186.32
1 78.75

kph
222.84
21 7.69

kph
241.35
21 7.69

kph
495   M\/ Ar,lJSta               242.31
5OO   Linto                              217.69

mph
140.1
138.5
120.8
120.0
110.1
1 05-.9

mph
127.2
122.0

134.8
124.6

mph
l15.8
111.1

mph
138.5
136.4

mph
150.0
135.3

mph
150.6
135.3

)      :ou[aT:nrrt;:I:oh  #saorne caY[:tab:Ll:hamrf:CRrnteby  an  electronlc  cat-

Believe   it  or  not   all   those   kilometre   con,,,ers!ons  took  just

All  you  do  is  operate  the  rT,eyS  !O  feed  the  COnStant  into  the
machine-1.609.    Press   the   multiplication   key.   Add   the   m.p.h.
including   the   decimal   point.    On   operating   the   equals   key   up
comes the  answer to  3  places  of decimals.   Child's stuff!

This  was  on  the  old   rr,achine:    bigger  and   heavier  than   a
typewriter.    Such   is  the  advance  of  electronics  that  the   latest
machine   is   no   wider   than   a   telephone   receiver,   weighs   only
5.8  lbs.  and  uses  an  impulse  counter the  size  of an  aspirin.    (The
old  machine  needs 240  items  to  equal  the  aspirin-sized  counter.)
We   shall   be   doing   the   lap  time   conversions   to   m.p.h.   at   The
Hutch  on  one   of  these  new  mini-sized   wizards  thanks  to  ADM
Business  Machines  of  Hammersmith.                                                 D.B-



SALUTE   TO    BILL    IVY
LESLIE  NICHOL  wrote  in  the  " Daily  Express"  of  Monday,  14th
JulyI  1969,  this  tribute:

SACHSENRING,   East   Germany,   Sunday.-A   record
200,000  crowd  stood  in  silent tribute  to  Britain's  little
Bill  Ivy before the start of the 350 c.c.  race at the  East
German  Grand  Prix today.

The  race  organisers  laid  a  wreath  of  red  carna-
lions  on  the  vacant  spot  at  the  front  of  the  starting
grid.

lvy|  26I  Was  killed  in  Practice  On  Saturday  when
the  engine  of  his four-cylinder Jawa  seized  on  a  long
left-hand  bend.

He   crashed   into   a   wall   adjoining   the   five-mile
rain-soaked  circuit,  and  died  later  in  hospital.

The   news   stunned   the   entire
riders,   noted  for  their  daring   and
down  in  tears.

po
t

addock.    I   saw
ughness,   break

And today Giacomo Agostini,  lta!y's double world
champion]  declared  after  winning  the  350  c.c.:  " This
race  I  win  not  for  Italy-but  for Bi

Little  Bill]  from   Kent]  was  a   I i
racing   world,   both   in   cars   and   b

:kv:; 5ft.  Sin.      The
s.   saluted   his

Supreme  COurage.
The   East  German   fans   had  flocked   round   him

when   he  arrived   here  suntanned  from   a  holiday   in
Spain.   They nicknamed him  " Das  Kleine Wunder "-
The  Little  Wonder.

SPAF]KLING
He   was   one   of   the   most   fiery   and   sparkling

characters   the   sport   has   known,   gaining   his   first
world title on  a 125 Yamaha two years ago,  and scor.
ing  honours  in  Britain  in  every  racing  class.

He  gave  his  best  in  every  race.   He  used  to  say
to   me:  "lf  your  bike  ever  gets  into  a  wobble  never
turn the taps off-screw  'em on  like mad' mate!"

That is how he  raced'  lived, and diedutt speed.
He  drove  one  of  the  world,s  fastest  sports  cars,  a
£1 0,000-1 70-miles-an-hour. Maserati  " Ghibli."

He calledit his " Cobbler."   Like the man, it stood
out  among  the_pack.

Ivy,was  the  globe-trotting  " loner."   A  fast  car,  a
girl,  a  jet-traveHer,  in  uniform  of  bell-bottom  trousers,
jersey, and long hair.-the sportsman of the 'seventies.

Reproduced  by  arrangement  wilt.  the  I. Daily  Expres?"

')
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iVIAFEE'RS     ®E    Eed®EVIEBidH

THIS  is  the  heading  for  the  lead  editorial  in  the  famous  monthly
saga   of   the    motor   sporting    world-'Motor   Sport'    edited    by
William   Boc!dy.   Almost  as   well   known   is  the   number  one   cor-
respondent fJenksl, former passenger to  Siciecar World  Champion
Erie   O!iverl   racer  of  solo   motor   cycles)   sprinter]   passenger  to
Stifling   Moss   and   observer   and   reporter   of   the   motor   racing
scene.     Noted    for    his   forthright    reviews    and,    to    many]    his
extremely  accurate  writing  he  put  pen  to  paper  earlier  this  year
and  reported  thus  in  his journal-

AFTEFI  a  lot  of  discussion  and  some  " passing  the
buck "  the  Belgian  Grand  Prix  has  been  cancelled.
The  reasons  are  numerous  and  varied  and  involve
the  organisers)  the  Belgian  Government]  the  major
factory  teams,  and  the  works  drivers.    lt  is  unlikely
that  any  one  individual  or group  will  accept  respon-
sibility,  or even  admit to  starting  the  anti-Spa  circuit
antagonism,   but   does   it   matter?     lndividuaIIyl   or
collectivelyl   the   world   of   Grand   Prix   racing   has
brought  about  the  cancellation  of  the  race  on  the
Spa-Francorchamps  circuit.    lt   is   pointless  to   ask
for  opinions  for  most  of  them  will  try  to  pass  the
responsibility  on  to  another  party.   The  sad  fact  is
that  our  premier  Grand   Prix  racing   teams  will   not
be   competing   on   the   magnificent   Belgian   circuit
this  year.   From  choice  they  will  all  be  out  of  work
on June8th, and  if they go on  like this some of them
will  be  out of work forthe  rest of the  year.   lt would
seem  that  some  of  our  Grand  Prix  car  constructors
do   not  want  to   race  their  cars  on  the  150  m.p.h.
Spa-Francorchamps   circuit]   and   some   of  our  so-
called  Grand  Prix drivers  do  not want to  drive them
there  anyway.   I  do  not  believe  the  decisions  were
unanimous,   in  spite  of  the  Drivers'   Union   and  the
Manufacturers'   Union    being    involved.     The   blurb
that followed  the  announcement  in  the daily  papers
was  splendid  stuff.    On  the  same  day  two  of  our
leading  newspapers quoted  different  lengths  for the
Spa  circuit  and  the  general  trend  was  to  trot  out  a
list of accidents aild  drivers Who  had  been  killed  on
the  Belgian  circuit)  just  to  prove  it  was  dangerous,
and   show  that  the   people   who   were   demanding" Safety,  safety,  safety "  were  justified.   lf  they  had

published  a  similar  list  of  deaths  and  accidents  for
Brands   Hatch   or   Silverstone   it   would   have   been
very  difficult  to  have  gone  on   racing   at  either  cir-
cult,   on   the   same   grounds  of  objection.    Does   it



really  make  any  difference  if  a  dead  racing  driver
is a star or an  unknown  club  driver,  if we  are  going
to   be   impartial   and   unbiased,   and   is   there   any
difference  between  dying   in  a  crash  at  100  m.p.h.
l80  m.p.h.?

I  have  always  thought  that  one  of the  endearing
features  of  a  Grand   Prix  driver  was   that   he  had
GUTS   and   would   accept  a  challenge  that  normal
people  like  you  and   I  would  not  be   brave  enough     `
to  face;   now  I  am  not  so  sure.   If  any  members  of
the  Grand   Prix   Drivers'   Association  feel  that  their
spokesman  was  not  voicing  their  opinion,  and  that
they  would  dearly  like  to  drive  a  Grand  Prix  car  at
Spa  in  June#  without  any  its  or  buts,  then   I  would
be delighted to  receive a postcard from them saying
SO.

Of  course  it  did  not  go  down  well.   But  what  ever  you  may
think   about   motor   racing,   or   indeed   what   opinI'On   you   hold   Of"  Motor  Sport "   no-one   can   deny   the   excellent   references  fre-

quently  made  to  motor  cycle  racing  and  to  B.M.C.F].C.    Did   Mr.
Sandbach  therefore  write  tongue   in  cheek,  or  merely  wave  the
red   flag   at  the   bull   to   see  what  would   happen.   Whatever   his
motives this  letter appeared  in July  " Motor Sport "-

TWO-WHEELER  BFiAVERY

Sirl

I  daresay  the  controversy  started  by  D.S.J.  in
his "chicken"  article will  rage for some time  in your
columns_

lt  must   be   remembered   that  he  spent   many
years  in  the  world  of  motor  cycle   road   racing'  a
game  that   makes   car   racing   look   a   bit  tame   by
comparison.

I   would   seriously   recommend   all   who   fancy
themselves  as  fast,  tough   drivers  to  try  it  out  on
two  wheels.

I  remember many years ago  Geoff Duke  invited
Stirling  Moss to  "have  a  go"  on  Manx  Nortons,  but
Stirling  politely  declined,  and  no-one  can  say  that
he  was  short  of  guts.   Come  hail,  rain  or shine,  the
only   correct   line   at   the   bottom   of   Bray   Hill    is
between  that  grid  and  the  kerb  at  about  130  m.p.h.
with  a  nice  stone  wall  to  stop  you   if  you   miss.    I
wonder what the a.P.D.A.  would  say to that.

R.  SANDBACH,  Cheadle  Heath.

I      )



Was   it   coincidence   that   the   Belgian   round   of   the   World
Championships  followed  a  few  days  after  publication?    Agostini
left  no  room  for  doubt  by  making   it  the  fastest  ever  road   race
lap  for motor  cycles  at 4  min.  01.4 see.,  a speed  of  130.82  m.p.h.
for   the   8.76   mile   Spa-Francorchamps   Circuit.     F]ead    " Motor
Sport "  next  month!

.I ++++JIIIIJI+++++IIIIIJ+++++IIIr++++|*|I|+++nr|IIIlr

_EVER    BEEN    M!SSED?

[F  you   have  ever  been  missed   it's  quite  a  problem   convincing
the  race  organiser  that  you  were  out  there,  that  you  did  finish
and  you  know  your  finishing  position.

'.E ln  fact  the  victim  can  hardly  credit  that  anyone  could  be  so
pid  as  to  miss  him.   His  was  the  machine  with  the faired  seat.
member?   He  was   wearing  a  silk  scarf.    Flemember?    Now  if

it  was  so  and  so  you'd  get  him!

Or  would  we?

Actually  all  a  race  organiser  needs  is  a  set  of  good  clear
numbers  in  the  correct  colour  sequence  for the  class.   And  both
numbers  and  background  ought  to  be  in  matt  paint  or  material
to  avoid  reflection.

Study photos in the technical  press]  or look at machines  pre.
pared  by  entrants-they  invariably  have  good  clear  renderings.
The  reason  is  simple.    lf  you  are  going  to  race  it  is  only  good
insurance  to  make  certain   of  identification  by  the  timekeepers
and  lap  scorers.

These  gentlemen  work very  hard  in  cramped  and  hot condi.
lions.   Each  man  in  the  team  may  have six,  or even  more,  riders
to   handle.    This  means  recording   each   lap  time  and  the   race
position  of  anything  up  to  40  competitors  on  a  race  of  6,  7]  10]
12  or  more  laps.   This  sort  of  thing  goes  on  throughout  the  pro-
gramme  so,   in  fact,  there  may  be  no  respite  whatsoever  from
the  commencement of the  programme  until  the  end,  say  four  orf;f  lfourjrdselrastekr;pt  in  numerical  order,  strung  themselves  out  so

that  each  man  passed  the  start  in  a  nice  formation,  everything
would  run  swimmingly.   But  people  get  lapped,  stop  and  re-start]
come  past  in  a  bunch  of  eight,  even  hide  by  running  level  with
another  competitor  over  the   line.    The  only  way|   and   it   is  the
only way,  by which each man  is identified  is by his riding  number.

You  don,I  have  to  be  a  good  signwriter tot make  your  num-
bers  clear.   lt  is  possible  to  buy  cut  out,  Self  adhesive  numbers.
Or you  can  buy  sheets  of the  material  and  cut  your  riding  nun.
bers  at  leisure.   But  donlt  be  like  the  clever  man  who  made  his
4  in  reverse.  See that we can see you.
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RACING LEA"EnS

WATERPROOF I:LO"lNG
BOOTS, JEANS, GLOVES
Get  the  gear  the  champions
wear.     AIL    over   the    world
hundreds  of  riders  use  Lewis
Leatbers.     Star    riders    like
Gincomo   Agostiri  and  John
Cooper  agree  that  you  can,I
do  better I

Obept, BEMSEE)

FREE Super NEW
Giant Clothing and
Accessory Cata-
logues. Unrivalled
for quality| style
and price.
Send to London
address. (6d. in
stamps for postage
appreciated).

LEW/SIS

LO}roON              l24 Great Portland Street.  W|A 2DI-
BIRMINGIIAM  l24 Edg6aston Street, Bull Ring Centre

(also Bull Ring Market - Stall  l44)
SIHFFIELD       l76 Tl|e Moor
New Speedsports Centre for Accessories at
l44 GT. PORTLArro ST., LONI)ON, W.I

BE  AMONG  THE  WINNERS  WITH  YOUR

fiR'mar a so a.a EBEB

There`s an `.Avon" fairing to suit all  makes and  models-askyour usual deale'
if in diffilculty v"ite fior illustrated brochure and address of your nearesl stockist

MITCHENALL PROS. LTD.. BuLFORD ROAD. DuRRINGTON
WILTS.                                                                 Durrington Walls 561
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CASTROL   THE   MASTERPIECE   IN
CHAMPAGNE

ONE  of  the  very  nice  things  about  The   Hutch  this  year  is  the
novel  prizes  arranged  with  our  friends  Castrol.   Winners  deserve
a  little  celebration,  so  why  not  in  champagne.   In  fact  a  friend  of
a  friend  who  is  a  wine  shipper  was  so  taken  with  the  idea  that
he  personally  talked  to  the  top  people  in  the  Champagne  region
of  France  where  the  House  of  Louis   Roederer  owns  extensive
vineyards.

The   result   was   a   very   large   number   of   bottles   of   this
excellent vintage which  is renowned as one of the twelve Grandes
Marques-something   very   specially   in   champagne    lore,    Not
only  that  but  this  friend  of  a  friend  laid  on  a  Press  Conference
for  The  Hutch   at  the  Martini  Rossi  Terrace  on  the  16th  floor  of
New  Zealand  House  from  where  superb  views  are  obtainable  of
Crystal  Palace  in  the  south,  to  Epsom  Downs)  Alexandra  Palace)
Greenwich  and  all  the  more  notable  London  buildings.   And  the
press  men  we  have  invited  will  be  able  to  sample  the  vintage  as
they  receive  the  final  briefing  on  the  entries.    ln   fact  if  you  are
I'n   licensing  trade  you  Can   read  about  this  during  August  as  a
smaller press Conference  for the wine  and  spirit  newspapers and
magazines  wI'll  be  held  separately-   The  offer  of  a  new  brew-
!iquid   CastroI-for   this   particular   meeting   was   fortunately   not
taken  too  seriously.

On  Practice  day  there  will  be four  bottles  of  Louie  Roederer
for  the  fastest  lap,  and  for the  fastest  laps  by  a  British  machine,
a sidecar and  a  British  machine  under 500  c.c.   Twelve bottles on
race  day  goes  for  the  fastest  lap|  and  the  fastest  lapping  Britis!1
machine,   with   six   bottles   for  the  fastest   laps   by   sidecar  and
production  classes.   The  Mellano  winner  will  get  a  Methusalah-
a   quadruple   magnum   holding   the   equivalent   of   eight   bottles.
Perhaps  this  time  we  shall  see  the  Mellano  trophy  tested  for  its
true  liquid  capacity.

COMERFORDS   LTD.
The  Motor  Cycle  Distributors  and   Buyers

EXPERIENCED   AIVD   PRACTICAL  SUPPORTER

OF     ALL     PHASES     OF     THE     SPORIT

COMERFORDS  LTD.     "ioMRE!SDIOTTUoT:, :3iRPEY

I _._. _.,T:e±o=:,;3.9::i:,..Oknn.:i.-:i-ill-i



Brooklands   Story    .    Noel  Pope

1911

The  committee  elected  at  the  A.G.M.  on  January  31st  were,
Messrs.  A.  V.  Ebblewhite,  W.  H.  Wells,  F.  A.  McNab,  H.  H.  CoIIierl
and   a.   Forster.    Mr.  T.  W.   Loughborough   was   re-elected   Hon.
Secretary;   and  Mr-  A.  G.  Reynolds,  Hon.  Treasurer.

The  season  opened  on  March  18th,  with  the  first   race  the

All   Comers,   Penalty   Handicap]   over   a   distance   of  three   laps-
Again  a  trial  run  was  made  before  the  race  to  decide  the  handi-
cap,  in  which  a  new  comer  O.  C.  Godfrey  on  an  Indian  showed
a  clean  pair of heels to  the  rest of the  field  and  so  put  himself  at
scratch.   The  result  of the final  placings  in  the  actual  race  being:

1.     S. T.  Tessier  (Bat JAP)- 480 c.c. twin-1m.  45s.
2.     J.  Slaughter  (L.M.C.)  499  c.c.-2m.  51s.
3.     O.  C.  Godfrey  (Indian)  994  c.c.  twin-scratch

Two  one-hour  races  followed]  the  first  onel  the  Junior  T.T.
Race,  saw Colver  in  the  lead  on  the first  lap and  although  he  lost
this  place  to  Martin  for  three  or  four   laps   during  the  race,   he
eventually  romped  home  an  easy  winner,  the  result  showing:

1.     H.  V.  Colver  (Matchless-JAP)  290  c.c-+8  miles  1,568 yds.
2.     H.  Martin  (Martin  JAP)  295  c.c.+6  miles  ll336 yds.
3.     C.  Patteson  (M.Fi.)  340  c.c.  twin-39  miles  ll143  yds.

The  Senior  T.T.  F]ace.   C.  R.  Collier  set  a  cracking  pace  to
lead  the  field  at  one  time  by  a  lap]  however tyre  trouble  put  him
on  the  retired   list  to  let  Tessier  come  to  the  fore  with   McNab
just  behind.   McNab  dropped  out  in  the  last  few  seconds  of  the
race  with  a  seized  engine  to  give  the  following  results:

1.     S'  T.  Tessier  (BatJAP)   580  c.c.  twin-55  miles  874  yds.
2.     V.  J.  Surridge  (Budge)  499  c.a.-55  miles 496 yds.
3.     J.  R.  Haswell  (Triumph)  499  c.c.-54  miles  587  yds.

Second  Meeting  April  26th.

The  Junior  Hour T.T.  Race.   Although  there  were  only  three
starters  in  this  event  the  winner  was  not  allowed  to  relax  as the
second  place  man  pushed  him  until  he  filled  up  with  petrol  near
the  end  of  the  race

1.     F. W.  Barnes  (Zenith-Gradua)  297  c.c.ul8  miles 746 yds.
2.     F.  P.  Johnson  (Matchless JAP)  297 a.c.-

48miles  1,317  yds.

The  third  man  Wilberforce  retired.

The  Senior  T.T.  F]ace  was  however  so  hotly  contested  that
worlds  records were taken  by the  first two  men  home.

'   )
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C.  R.  Collier set the pace from the word  "Go"  and  was  never
challenged  so  romped  home  an  easy  winner.   Newsome  lost  his
second   place  on  two  occasions  but  by  consistent  riding   wore
his  rivals  down  to  finish  in  this  place  with  a  worlds  record  run.

1.     C.  Ft.  Collier  (Matchless JAP)  580 c.a.-63  miles 735 yds.
Class  D  (750  c.c.)  Worlds  FIecord
2.     W.  F.  Newsome  (Triumph)  499  c.c.-59  miles  1,478 yds.
Worlds  Record  class
3.     C.S.Burney
4.     G.E.Stanley rndg

R;(( ge)  499 c.c.-57 miles 869 yds
e r)  499 c.c.-56 miles 1,540 yds

5.     F.  A.  McNab  (Trump-JAP)  488  c.c.-55  miles  1,358 yds.
6.     V.  J.  Surridge  (F]udge)  499  c.c--51  miles  1,119  yds.

Surridge  evidently  was  not  at  all  satisfied  with  this  result  as
he  made  successful  attempts  on  records  later  in  early  May-   Rid-

r   ) :n6:1 h8iSmPprhd.: eanhde trha:snep1:hceeeK::odmteot:: kteo t6h5e.ei?tym#.lhe.a i:e49m#:ntsO.
2secs.

To   be  continued
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MONTY   and   WARD
THE

Racing_  and   Sports   Machine   Specialists
wEtI\   ov_er   \8   years   ot   active-
CompetEtion'   Sales   and   Tuning

experience
Always a huge stock of all  types and classes of Racers and

tsports Models   -   Contact us first for your next machine

ANY  MAKE  SUPPLIED                  H.P.  AND  PART  EXCHANGES

-       RACING ACCESSORIES       -

FAIRINGS,  TANKS,  PLUGS.  GOGGLES,  A.C.U.  HATS

LEATImRS,  de.  de.

HIGH   STREET,   EDENBFuDGE,    KENT



SELLING THAT BIKE?
Advertise your bargain
to.over 300,000 enthusiasts
for only 6d. a word!
The   cl'assified   columns   of   MoTOFt  CycLE   are  the   regular   weekly
market place for the thousands of buyor8 and SOllOrs. ln foci, although
wo   hate  to  admit   lt,  some   copies   of   MoTOR   CycLE   are   bought
primarily for the classlfieds.  The one thlmg that makes MoTOR  CycL+
stand  out,  ls  that  ovory  reader  ls  a  potontlal  customer  I  I  I  soO'OOO
of them for only®d. a wordulAoTOFt CycLEls a baraaln foryour bar9alnl

WORLD 9 S
LEADING
MOTOR  CYCLE
PAPER  Weds.  I/-

ORDER FORM - postTODAY!

To " Mcltor CycldI

® R^T||d p®rw®rd
®  |®x N®. 2/W. txtr-
® Chqu.I uta| p.y.bl. to «N®tor Cycl.I"coed I C®.
I pnroe DAY flktT Poet NONe^Y'
®  N^NE I ^Dt)k|e| TO |E PAID r®|lI

Ll||t) lN ^t)V|RTIeu|Nt -

g#eff:oAud##fgoRde3tl..: London I a.E."eI. 01 -ape an
PLEASE   INSERT   MY   PRIVATE   'ADyERTISEME»T   "DICATED   O»
THE  FORWI  BELOW  UNDER THE  HEAD"a  OF.............................

PIIII| Writtln block lesttII Witll b|ll   Pen Or P®nCll

NAME......I...........'............................................._............-.....

ADDRESS................................_.............................................

|||®®.I..I|||®®®..I....I........I.I...I...._....I.I..®®|....|®.I.............I..............®®®

NUMBER  OF INSERTION'S  REQUIRED.......................................

FIEMITTANCE  VALUE.....i.........i..........;............_.i.I.EN€L®S|D

~------r=------LJul-i   +-r_|--ITr_i---Ll-|I
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announce  the

35Occ    OULTON   RACER
Model  35RFS

A  worthy  partner  for  the  250 cc  Silverstone

Limited production only  -  Book your order NOW I

250 cc Silverstone past successes include:
}st Lightweight Manx Grand Prix in I964 &5
Winner  of  the  I964 "Motor  Cycle  News"
machine of the year Award.

And  now in  I967  8th  in  Lightweight  T.I.
c. T. Holdsworth - Private Owner



Moforeycling is a spur
Tor the independent mah
Until his electrics break dour. And then,
because he wants to get back on the road with
minimum delay} he locks.for the fastest, most
reliable help he can find.

And that means help from the nearest
Lucas B9O dealer. In a matter of minutes he'u
replace the faulty component with a B9O
electrical exchange unit. These units) alternators,

stators, regulators etc. are built to the late§c
specifications, for long life and reliability you
can count on. And each B9O unit COmeS
complete with a I2 mOnthS' guarantee.

Next time an electrical unit gives you
trouble, maintain your independende : With a
littl6 help from Lucas B9O.

Lucas Exchange Service _ makes sense (


